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1. Introduction

The method used by D H Reid is essentially non-parametric in nature. A
central feature is the use of an empirical estimate of the distribution of claims
by size and delay-time, based on one chosen year of origin, the "base year".
This estimated distribution is assumed to underlie all the other years of
business. The number of claims for each year is assumed to be known or
estimated. Instead of estimating a rate of development for the other years of
business, each is compared with the base year. For example, if the proportions
of the total number of claims from year of origin 2, developed to the end of the
first, second, third etc year of their run-off are calculated, then the
corresponding points of time for the same proportions in the base year are
labelled r21, r22, r23, etc.

The way in which corresponding points of time in the run-offs, and the
corresponding sizes of claims are developed and used are described in the paper
and shown graphically in Figure 5.

The complications arise mostly from the special treatment required for the end-
periods, and for large claims.

Various complicated expressions are evaluated using numerical techniques
which are typical of modern computer-based calculations; in principle, they do
not affect the method, although they are part of the work of implementation.

1.1 This is a description of a reserving method first proposed by D K Reid (1978)
and subsequently developed in a series of papers (Reference 1 to 3). It is a very
powerful method of most relevance in direct business where data is available
subdivided by claim size.

1.2 The following aspects of the claims reserving situation provide motivation for
the particular approach taken:

1.2.1 In most reserving contexts for the claims arising from a particular period
a correlation exists between their cost and the period of time elapsing
between origin and settlement. Rates of settlement are at least partially
within the control of claim officials and are not necessarily constant from
year to year. Prima facie, adequate understanding of the developing
experience of a claim portfolio upon which reserves can be constructed
can thus be gained only by monitoring both development time and cost
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variables jointly. Thus both of these variables and in particular cost must
be treated in any thorough reserving process.

1.2.2 The standard actuarial approach to graduation by means of a standard
table would appear to provide a framework suitable for generalisation in
this context. It turns out, however, that, because of the subjectivity
involved in what constitutes a claim at the practical level — leading to
varying proportions of "nil" claims — the relevant features of the process
require careful specification.

1.2.3 The actual cost of claims is determined partly by factors extrinsic to the
company, and partly by company policy. It is important that historic cost
movements should be visible in a form which enables the effect of these
sources to be viewed, before extrapolation to the future, and that this
view should as far as possible be free of corruption through point 1.2.1
above.

1.2.4 It goes almost without saying that the general insurance market is highly
competitive. Particularly in the context of a small market share there is a
considerable premium on estimating claims experience levels as
precisely as possible, and to this end maximum benefit from available
data is needed. The objective should be to create claim estimation
methods which make explicit use of data and use visible valuation bases
and are thus directly under management's control. Present day
computing power is such as to render computational labour transparent
to the user.

1.2.5 Although the method is relatively complex, it is readily capable of being
implemented on a PC.

1.2.6 The underlying model represents a deliberate simplification of the claim
process (although more elaborate than any other currently in use). The
extent to which it is refined in application will depend on the context —
in most applications the model as proposed will be adequate. For some,
for example where radically different types of payment are embraced
within a claim, and where factors affecting each may be different, a
version of the model which reflects this may be necessary (see e.g.
Section 4 of Reference 2), or a "DP" solution may be adequate which
subdivides the experience into two or more parts each of which can be
valued separately. Nevertheless, it should be said that experience over
10 years has shown the basic model to be applicable in most cases
without further elaboration.

1.2.7 Any valuation method — from case estimates onwards — involves the
use (explicitly or implicitly) of a conceptual model, and it is critical to
the success of the method that the degree of adequacy of the model
should be visible — and where inadequate the model should be capable
of modification, or, in the last resort, rejection.
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1.2.8 Whilst the method has wide application — and can easily cope with, e.g.,
the effect of Excess of Loss reinsurance cover on claims experience, it is
not readily applicable to "pathological" types of claim, such as certain
long term industrial diseases — at least until considerably extended data
bases are available.

1.2.9 It is important to mention that in the original paper much of the
presentation was concerned with modelling the two way distribution of
the base year in considerable detail. The author has now indicated that a
relatively simple approach to the distribution based on linear
interpolation will suffice for most practical purposes. This results in a
much less labour-intensive approach than formerly.

2. The structure of the method is quite involved and the flowchart (fig. 1) may
help clarify the interdependence of the various stages. The heart of the method
is a bivariate distribution intended to express the relationship between ultimate
cost and time of settlement of claims originating in one year.

Figure 1
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2.1 The variable x represents size of claim (aggregation of individual payments)
The variable t represents time of development (time elapsing from the
beginning of the origin year to the date of settlement).

Then M(x,t) represents the probability that a claim exceeds amount x and is
settled at a time of development greater than t.

2.1.1 Origin date can refer either to date of originating event or date of
notification to the company: in the second case estimation for known
outstandings is produced; in the first some method of forecasting IBNR
numbers is needed — then the method can produce total reserves (known
cases and IBNR).

2.1.2 Consistency is required in the definition of a claim and its "time of
settlement". The latter could for example relate to "time of first closure"
— leaving liability in respect of reopenings to be determined separately.
The important thing is consistency — other arrangements are possible.

2.2 The underlying method is as follows for a particular year of origin of claim:

• a proportion p of the claims are zero (i.e. settled at no cost);
• of the zero claims, Mz(t) is the proportion whose time to settlement

exceeds t;
• of the non-zero claims Mnz(x,t) is the proportion whose cost exceeds x

and time to settlement exceeds t.

2.3 The distributions Mz(t), Mnz(x,t) are empirically determined from the
experience of a well (i.e. nearly completed) developed year of origin (the "base
year"). For later years of origin this distribution is assumed to apply, although
the model allows for different rates of settlement and for claim inflation by
fitting mappings from the actual time and monetary amounts of later years to
the operational time and monetary amounts of the base year. It also allows for
varying proportions of zero claims.

2.4 The function Mnz(x,t) is truncated so that large claims and claims settled at very
late durations are treated differently in this analysis.

2.4.1 The definitions of cut-off points for large and late claims should be
chosen to fit convenience.

2.4.2 Late claims are included in the last time period analysed (the "end
group"). For most direct lines of business the end group should form a
very small proportion of all the claims and no significant distortion need
be introduced by this approach.

2.4.3 Large claims are modelled separately. The assumption here is that the
number of large claims is binomially distributed and that the amount can
be modelled by a Pareto curve. The most recent years will not (yet)
supply much data for large claims and older years, including years earlier
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than the base year, can be used. The large claims modelled in this
section may also include claims included in the main analysis so as to
provide more data; obviously in any final calculations care should be
taken to avoid double counting on any claim.

2.4.3.1 The proportion of large claims is settled from the base year data
by judgement. This same proportion is then used to determine
the actual large claims in each year of origin j .

2.4.3.2 Data from a number of years of origin are deflated back to the
base year by a number of assumed large claims inflation factors.
When a Pareto curve provides a good fit, this combination of
inflation factor and curve is adopted. Projections of future sizes
of large claims can then be carried out on a future large claims
inflation factor, which may be based upon the fitting above.

2.4.3.3 The chosen proportion of large claims is used on the future
probability of a large claim arising. This probability is applied
to the total number of claims in each year of origin j to find the
expected number of large claims for year j . This number is then
combined with the size as found above.

2.5 A year which is well developed is chosen as the base year. Experience has
shown that the actual choice of base year does not have a major effect on the
final results, as the fitting of mappings between the base and later years will
correct for any unusual effects. In any case of doubt, alternative base years can
often be selected for comparison.

3. Fitting the time mappings

3.1 "Operational Time "

A critical feature of the model (necessary because of 1.2.1 above) is the manner
in which allowance is made for varying rates of claim settlement on the claims
arising in each origin year. This is achieved by the introduction of an
"operational time" mapping in each origin year subsequent to the base year.
The idea is that the proportions of claims settled at each point of development
of a given origin year equate to those for the base year at the operational time
value specific to that point of development.

The operational time scale for each origin year is determined entirely on the
number of claims settled, and not the cost of claims.

Thus (refer to figure 2) r21 represents the value of operational time for origin
year 2 corresponding to the stage of development (by number of claims and not
amounts) which that origin year has reached at development time 1 year.

More generally rjk is the operational time at which the base year has reached the
same stage of development as origin year j at its kth year of development.
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3.2 Total number of claims by origin year

If the origin year is defined as year of notification, there is no difficulty in
ascertaining the number of claims. If however the origin year is defined as year
of event, some means is required at this stage for estimating the eventual
number of IBNR claims. Usually a simple procedure based on reporting
patterns will suffice.

Figure 2

3.3 Fitting rJk and pj

The data will then provide us with:

Qnz
jk = the number of origin year j claims settled at positive cost in calendar

time(j+k,j+k+l).

Qz
jk = the number of origin year j claims settled at zero cost in calendar time

G+k,j+k+l).

Qj = the number of origin year j claims still unsettled at calendar time s
(where s is the final calendar year of development currently available).

Diagrammatically:

Figure 3
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We would expect these relative ratios to be:

Figure 4

We can construct a log-likelihood function for this fit:

where

Estimates of rjk and Pj are found by maximising the log-likelihood function.
This is achieved by standard computational methods.

3.4 Validation

At this stage the actual and predicted results can be compared, and if the base
year is inappropriate for the data this should become evident.

3.5 Alternatives

In the event that a significant diversion should be found at this stage between
actual and predicted results, various alternative models are available — for
example it may be appropriate in some contexts to sever completely the
connection between zero and non-zero claims and proceed accordingly,
allowing different rjk for zero and non-zero claims.

4. Fitting the monetary mapping

The development of numbers of claims in each origin year has been compared
to the base year, and it is now necessary to compare each origin year to the base
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year on the basis of the cost of claims. This will produce a set of inflation
factors.

4.1 bjk represents the factor by which the cost of claims originating in year j and
settled in development year k exceeded that of those base year claims which
were settled between rjk and rjk+1, i.e. the equivalent time in the base year.

4.2 Again it is possible to fit bjk for all the j ,k available using a log-likelihood
method.

To bring size of claim into the analysis we group by size into bands (xi' xi+1). If
we then let Qijk represent those claims included in Qnz

jk falling between Xi and
xi+1, where the xi are dividing points between the bands, we can express the
distribution of Qijk as:

where

The log-likelihood function is proportional to:

and the values of bjk which maximise this can be found by numerical
techniques.

4.3 Again, at this stage we can examine the bjk to determine whether they accord
with intuitive understanding. We can also compare the fitted and actual
distributions of claims by size. In the event that what appears to be a poor fit is
obtained three possibilities need to be distinguished.

• The sample of claims involved may be so small that appreciable random
fluctuation is anticipated.

• The choice of bands of claim size on which the fit has been carried out
may be inappropriate relative to the weight of the distribution concerned.

• It may be that a substantive change in the underlying distribution has taken
place which does not permit of representation by the underlying surface
mapped by the successive transformations involved.

In the first of these cases typically recourse would be had to comparative values
from earlier years, or alternatively the period concerned would be grouped with
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one or more surrounding periods in order to provide a more statistically viable
sample.

In the second case, an alternative choice of fitting points can be examined, and
it would be the intention to develop an "expert" system to provide this facility
automatically.

In the third case a decision must be made as to whether the feature concerned is
one which can be expected to persist in future and should therefore be carried
forward or may safely be disregarded from the point of view of future
projections.

4.4 It is now possible to examine the effect of inflation on past settlements. Before
doing so, however, it is necessary to allow for changes in rate of settlement,
which may distort the observed values of bjk, (see section 1.2.1). This is done
by deriving adjusted inflation factors Bjk, which relate to fixed periods of
operational time rather than calendar time.

i.e. whereas bjk relates to the period between settlement times k and k+1,
corresponding to operational times rjk and rJ k+1, Bjk relates to the period between
operational times k and k+1.

Comparisons of Bjk for successive origin years should then be free of the
distorting effect of changes in rates of settlement and should reflect the "true"
effect of inflation.

Note — for notational convenience the fixed periods of operational time to
which the Bjk relate are termed "groups".

4.4.1 The Bjk are obtained as weighted averages of those bjk which lie wholly
or partly between operational time k and k+1. The weights used are the
contributions to the mean non-zero claim cost from the component parts
of the base year distribution.

This derivation assumes that each bjk applies uniformly over the period to
which it relates. Other assumptions, and other methods of combining the
component bjk could be used. It would also be possible to calculate the
Bjk directly, using bjk derived from them to fit the data.

4.4.2 Since the Bjk correspond to periods of operational time it is desirable to
be able to relate them to calendar times so that secular changes in claim
cost can be properly measured. This is done via Rjk, which is defined as
the time to settlement in origin year j of the beginning of group k; i.e. Bjk

relates to the period of settlement Rjk to Rjk+1. The Rjk are obtained from
the rjk by linear interpolation, though other means for obtaining them
could be used. Figure 5 demonstrates the relationship between the bjk

and Bjk and between the rjk and Rjk.
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4.4.3 Because groups and calendar years of development rarely correspond
exactly, the situation often arises, for a particular origin year, where past
bjk provide information for only part of a group, the remaining part being
outstanding. Such outstanding parts of groups are known as fringe
groups. Usually each origin year will have one fringe group (never more
than one).

The treatment of these groups has to be considered carefully. If only a
small part of the group is outstanding then it may be appropriate to apply
the Bjk obtained from the settled part to the outstanding part. Conversely,
if only a small part is settled then it would be more appropriate to use
preceding origin years' Bjk for the same group, along with projected
inflation, as a guide to the Bjk for the outstanding part.

Figure 5

5. Estimating Reserves

5.1 The process of estimating reserves arises as a natural consequence of the
underlying conceptual framework — a bivariate claims distribution (by size and
time) is modified to reflect the observed experience of individual origin years.
The required modifications are produced by the Bjk.

In the reserving context, what is required is that part of the modified bivariate
distribution which is outstanding at the time of inspection, i.e. that part which
lies after rj(s-j+1).

5.2 Estimation of reserves thus boils down to estimation of the outstanding Bjk.
This may normally be done by assuming a constant rate of future claims
inflation (f, say) and applying the formula Bj+1 k=(l+f)Bjk for outstanding groups
but other adjustments may also be made to allow for, e.g., anticipated changes
in rate of settlement or inflation rates which vary by origin year or settlement
year.
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5.2.1 The expected settlement amount for each outstanding group is then
calculated as the product of

(i) Bjk

(ii) mean non-zero claim cost for the group
(iii) expected number of non-zero claims in the group.

To obtain (iii), the expected number of non-zero claims in each group,
the estimated total number of outstanding non-zero claims (as obtained
from the fitting procedure described in 3.3) is spread over the group pro
rata to the proportion of all non-zero claims attributable to each group.

It is then a simple matter to accumulate the total settlement amount
outstanding.

5.2.2 It should be borne in mind that, as mentioned in 2.1, the claim costs
reserved represent aggregations of individual payments, i.e. the ultimate
cost of outstanding claims. To obtain the outstanding monetary amounts
any payments made on account on these claims should be deducted from
the reserve calculated as described above.

5.2.3 Fringe groups, described in 4.4.3, require special consideration. The
appropriate Bjk should be obtained as discussed in 4.4.3 and the mean
non-zero claim cost and expected number of non-zero claims are derived
from the distribution for only the outstanding part of the group.

5.2.4 Large claims also require special consideration. When assigning the
outstanding non-zero claims to groups, the proportion of large claims
may be reduced in line with the number of such claims already settled for
each origin year, in order to allow for the time development of these
claims. The appropriate Bjk may be obtained from an assumed constant
inflation rate, though it should be borne in mind that for these claims
origin year is the important determining factor for cost level.

6. Miscellaneous

6.1 The advantages of the method cover two main headings:

(i) Analysis

By removing the effect changes in the rate of settlement have on observed
claim cost the method allows a proper analysis of the underlying
movements in claim cost and, unlike other standard methods (e.g. chain
ladder, separation method) is free from the distorting influence of such
changes. Inspection of the fits, both by size and time, may also indicate
whether observed changes can be attributed to secular movement or relate
to underlying changes in the nature of the business, in which case
appropriate steps may be taken to amend any assumptions for the future.
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(ii) Control

By suitable adjustment of the parameters affecting the reserves (e.g. rate of
inflation, individual Bjk, proportion of large claims) senior management
can ensure that the reserves reflect their judgements as to general economic
conditions and the nature of the business (possibly as indicated by the
method's own analysis). The flexibility of the method allows such
adjustments to be precise and specific.

6.2 The method can also be extended to experience rating of larger commercial
risk, though a number of constraints may be required because of greater
variability, e.g. by reference to an extended model using Bjk from a larger
portfolio. This is of particular significance to those contexts where rating is
based on "burning cost". (For a fuller discussion see Reference 3.)

6.3 As pointed out in the original paper, the method gives rise to the possibility of
estimating confidence intervals for outstanding claims. Beyond this it becomes
a practical possibility to examine the "strength" of reserves in terms of the trade
off of variability against mean cost at a given reserve level.

7. Example

Example Accounting Date: 31.12.87

MODEL (Section 2)

The Base Year for the model is 1982 with truncation points of 6 for operational
time t and £80,000 for claim size x (see paragraph 2.3-2.5).

The model for Nil claims, Mz(t), is:
(x 10-5)

t: 0.00 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6

Mz(t): 100,000 84,835 37,299 1,288 46 13 3 1
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The model for Non-nil claims, Mnz(x,t), is:
(x 10-5)

The above matrices are based on 23,679 Nil claims and 52,643 Non-nil claims
forming the actual data for the Base Year as seen at 31/12/87. The values of
Mz(t) and Mnz(x,t) at intermediate values of x and t are derived from linear
interpolation of ln(M) against t and/or ln(x). For this purpose, the device is
used of re-assigning the lowest value of x to 1, in order to avoid singularities
when taking logs.

For large claims (see paragraph 2.4.3) the model consists of a truncated pareto
distribution over the range £80,000 to £420,000 with parameter 1.29. The
proportion of large claims is 0.00012. This is slightly different from the
proportion shown in the bivariate model above because it is derived from the
inspection of a number of years' data as described in paragraph 2.4.3, as are also
the truncated limit £420,000 and the pareto parameter 1.29.
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FITTING THE "TIME" MAPPINGS (Section 3)

The actual number of claims settled and outstanding for later years is:

Fitting the Pj and rjk as described in paragraph 3.3 gives the following parameter
values:
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which generate fitted data as follows:

FITTING THE MONETARY MAPPING (Section 4)

The actual numbers of claims settled in size bands are shown in detail in the
Appendix. The numbers shown represent the numbers of claims settled at a cost
greater than the corresponding value of x (claim size). In this way, the number of
claims settled greater than £0 can be seen to correspond to the number of non-nil
claims settled in fitting the time mapping above. Numbers of claims settled within
size bands, Qijk, can easily be obtained by differencing.

Fitting bjk as described in paragraph 4.2 gives the following results:

which generate the modelled numbers of claims by size shown in the Appendix.
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As described in paragraph 4.4, the fitted bjk are transformed to Bjk, which are free of
the distorting effect of changes in settlement rates evidence from the rjk. The
resultant Bjk, using the method described in paragraph 4.4.1, are:

Note that each of the Bjk in the bottom diagonal corresponds to a fringe group, as
discussed in paragraph 4.4.3. The effect of the special considerations applied to
fringe groups will be apparent in the section on estimating reserves.

The Rjk, discussed in paragraph 4.4.2, define the periods of calendar time covered
by groups in the fitted data. Derived from the rjk, they have the following values.

ESTIMATING RESERVES (Section 5)

In this example the outstanding Bjk have been estimated by assuming a constant
rate of 7.5% p.a. for future claims inflation but the following two cases of special
treatment should be noted:

(a) Fringe Groups (see paragraph 4.4.3)

For 1985-87 the outstanding part of the fringe group has been assigned the
same value of Bjk as was fitted to the settled part. For 1983-84, however, the
settled part has been deemed to be too small to give a reliable indication of the
Bjk for the whole group and the Bjk for the outstanding part has been projected
at the assumed rate of inflation from the Bjk for the previous year.
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(b) End and Large Claims Groups (see paragraph 2.4)

The Bjk for these groups are projected at the assumed rate of inflation from the
Base Year, for which the Bjk are automatically equal to 1. A similar
consideration also applies to Group 5. The resultant Bjk are:

The corresponding mean claim costs, derived from the model after application
of the estimated outstanding Bjk given above, are:

Note the effect of the positive correlation between time to settlement and claim
size on the outstanding fringe groups' mean claim costs, which are greater than
those for the corresponding complete groups. The number of outstanding non-
zero claims for each year, as estimated in "Fitting the Time Mapping" above,
is assigned to individual outstanding groups pro rata to the corresponding
probabilities from the model. This gives the following expected numbers of
non-zero claims in each group:
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Note that for 1983 the probability of being assigned to the Large Claims group
has been reduced slightly because of the known settlement of one large claim.
The resultant outstanding settlement amounts (product of numbers and
averages) are, in £000:

Aggregating these amounts for each origin year and subtracting payments
made on account (see paragraph 5.2.2) gives the following table of claims
reserves, in £000:
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